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INT. AIRBORNE HELICOPTER – DAY

PILOT
Ten seconds to hot, naked, sunbathing chicks.

BOBBY
Here, take these binoculars...
(hands to Jimmy)
...you can see the moons of Mars with them!

JIMMY
Look at the body on that babe!

BOBBY
Which one? They're all hot! Shitssssssssss!

EXT. AIRBORNE HELICOPTER – CONTINUOUS

Turbulence throws Bobby from the helicopter, he is free-falling.

EXT. MANSION – POOL AREA – CONTINUOUS

BOBBY plunges into the deepest part of an Olympic diving pool.

EXT. HOSPITAL ENTRANCE – LATER

FEMALE NEWS REPORTER
Robert Brooks survived a seven hundred foot fall out of a helicopter today by landing into an Olympic size diving pool, reportedly while photographing young women sunbathing in the nude. More at eleven.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM – CONTINUOUS

Bobby, in a full body cast, monitor equipment beeping. Bobby's face cast reflects a large frown. Four HOT CHICKS enter.

HOT CHICK
Bobby you pervert bastard, you've made us famous, and we love you!
(all four chicks lift their t-shirts To expose their breasts)

Bobby's face cast is now a happy face—big smile. Monitor equipment beeping double-time.

FADE OUT.